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after the last man stepped from it.
visit of Prince Arthur of Connaught'
of Venara P. Daniel, deceased, a pe
It was with great difficulty that it
to Japan. His visit will likely extend
tition to sell real estate. I .P. Wet- was kept afloat so long. The Femald
over three weeks, and many social af-more and K. A. Snyder are attorneys
herself carried a crew of seventeen
fairs have been arranged in his honor
for plaintiff.
men, and there were not sufficient acby the members of the royal family
Claim of Willie Day Padgiee, execommodations and food aboard for
and nobility. The prince is about 50
cutrix etc., against L K. McGaffey,
all hands, so Captain Altman abandyears of age and is a general in the
administrator, appeal from probate
oned his fishing expedition and then
army of the mikado. He played a
court. Freeman, Cameron & Fullen
brought his charges here. They are
prominent part in the war with Rus
W. W. Gatewood are plaintiff's at
and
being cared for by the Portuguese
torneys.
sia and for his gallantry on tne field
consular agent, with the exception of
was decorated with the Order of the
Mrs. M. E. Simpson, appellee, vs.
the stowaway who was taken in
Golden Kite, the Victoria Cross of
Arch Hill, appellant, appeal from jusNew York, May 2. The members charge by the immigration
Chicago,
2.
Jury
grand
May
Washington.
authoriThe
2
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Maw
COURT MARTIAL FINDS
the flowery kingdom. The prince has
tice court.
of toe fashioaable St. George's Epis- ties.
MACKLIN NOT GUILTY. but one son, who Is a naval comman- today commenced an investigation of
W. E. Wiseley against Walter W. Roosevelt was made an honorary mem
copal church at Hempstead; L I.,
The
cargo
and
charges
&
Orient
against
the
14.6f
made
her
former
of
seriously
2.
May
was
San
toer
Antonio, Tex.,
owunded during
der and
and secretary of the Army of the
Petty et al on an alleged note for
were astonisoed today wlen they tons or phosphate is a total loss. The
The court martial today found
the war witi Russia, while serving Chief of Police John M. Collins in $1,400 'and for foreclosure of mort Potomac at the 37th annual reunion
learned that their pastor, the Rev. vessel was bound from Barbadoes to
connection with the recent municipal gage; also against the Kemp Lumlber at Belasco Theatre in Uiis city today.
Captain
on
flagship.
Togo's
Guilty"
Macklin
Admiral
"Not
John Knode Cook, had departed from New York.
election. Subpoenas were issued for Company, Minter & Fyffe and the General N. M. Curtis, of Ogdenaburg,
in connection with the shooto
Hempstead, and that Miss Floretta
o
36 members of the police force, in- Joyce-Pruing up of Brownsville.
Company, as holders of N. Y., formerly a member of congress
Santley Jubilee Concert.
. Whaley also had left home and had PHYSICIAN SHOT AND
I. P. Wet- - was elected president of the society
London, May 2. A benefit concert cluding a half dozen inspectors and liens on said property.
written letters saying that she would
The charges against Collins, more is attorney for plaintiff.
to succeed Gen. Henry C. DwigaL
INSTANTLY KILLED.
in celebration of the Santley jubilee captains.
not return. Rev. Mr. Cooke is mar
whioh other high officials of the
Ironton. Ohio, May 2. Dr. Wayne
City of Roswell against Mrs. Sallie
President Roosevelt, the cabinet
has been arranged for this evening in
ried to a daughter of Rienzi A. Clarke McCoy,
indepartment
a prominent physician
THE "DIXIE FLYER" IS
and will be held in the Royal Albert volved are also are said to be col- Overman, appeal from justice court officers, army and navy officers and
of Hartford. Cons. She left Hemp- South Point
that
he directed the
was shot and instantly
WRECKED IN GEORGIA. .hall under the patronage of the
K. K. Scott attorney for plaintiff. many men prominent in civil life will
stead some time ago and is now at killed at midnight
lection of funds for the election cam- (The court has affirmed the lower participate this afternoon in the cerAtlanta, Ga., .May 2. A special to and Princess of Wales and otherPrince
by Captain Joh
mem paign
her father's home. That no official Davis
con
Mayor
Dunne,
of
former
says
on
the
Griffin,
Journal
Ga.,
from
attending the unveiling ot
emonies
the bers of the royal family. Many dis
the Portsmouth ferry boat.
court's decision in this case.)
cognizance will be taken of the mys
Davis claims that he was de- "Dixie Flyer," a fast train from St. tinguished men gave enthusiastic aid trary to the rules of the civil service.
The City of Roswell against Frank the statue to General G. B. MoClellan
terious departure was .made evident Capt.
Fla., to Chicago, was in the movement, including the Duke and that he also directed the mutila Nichols, appeal from justice court. K which has been erected in this city
fending the sanctity of his home, as Augustine.
from the formal statement which was he
by the Society of the Army of the
returned unexpectedly at midnight wrecked at Orchard Hill on the Cen- of Norfolk, Sir Charles Wyndam, Sir tion of the records of the department K. Scott is attorney for plaintiff.
Issued today by Bishop Burgess, of
tral Georgia railroad, seven miles Hubert Parry, Sir Frederick Bridge by ordering torn from the books the
found Dr. McCoy in his wife
A. Frazier against Louvicia L. Potomac.
Hundreds of old soldiers
J.
the diocese of Long Island. He says and
pages
on which were written his in Frazier, asking decree of divorce and are in the city to attend the unveilsouth of Griffin. No passengers were and A. C. Mackenzie. A 'host of fathat Immediate action will be taken room. Davis fled to Kentucky.
money
to
collect
for the alleging Infidelity and abandonment ing ceremonies. Of these visiting vet
injured, .but a negro helper in the
singers have volunteered their structions
by the vestry of St-- George's church
express car was killed and two ex- mous
are from the
Murder and Suicide.
J. T. Evans is attorney for plaintiff, erans about
services for the occasion, which prom Dunne campaign.
to .fill the vacancy caused by the de
press
messengers
injured, neither of ises- to be a memorable one of its
2. After climb
B. H. Tallmadge against T. M. Dan army of the Potomac, of which Gen.
parture of Mr. Cooke. "The vestry ingSt. aLouis. Mo, May
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The wreck was caused kind.
porch and breakin, them
Daniel and others, appeal from jus MeClellan was commander, the rela overwhelmed
by the unexpected open
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"and man, effected an entrance into the Eleven Killed in a Mine Explosion.
The regular annual meeting of the for plaintiff.
eties of the armies of the Ohio, the
Western Association Opens.
is at a loss to account for it. I am room
Roswell Gas Company was held at
Charleston. W. Va., May 2. The
and Quincy Cum Cumberland and the Tennessee. The
Nettie Woods on Walnut
Peter
Shearman
Topeka,
2. The western its offices
May
Kan.,
inclined to believe
that Dr. Cooke street of
last night. The officers for mins against Darius Hicks, asking for monument will be unveiled at Conearly today and shot her. He bodies of eleven dead have been re- baseball association opens its season
cannot be of sound mind. Three years then shot
were elected as fol- $150 as alleged damage to a cable al necticut avenue and Columbia Road
himself twice. Both were covered from the Whipple mine where this afternoon, when Topeka will the ensuing yearpresident;
ago ne was la a trolley car collision
A. Pruit,
lows:
J. F.
be- an explosion of gas occurred late yesleged to .have been loaned defendant at 2:30 o'clock, with Brigadier Gen.
a
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is
to
removed
and
it
and he has been a 'nervous wreck ev lieved th,ey will die. The two recently terday, and this is thought to be. the raise the pennant won last year. The
vice president; K. S. Woodruff, by plaintiff. J. W. Eden is attorney Henry C. Dwight, president of the
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er since. He had leave of absence for quarrelled.
treasurer,
McGaffey,
secre
and L K.
full extent of the fatalities. The num- to get a franchise in the Western leaSociety of the Potomac, presiding ovplaintiff.
a year and went to Europe to recup
tary. These gentlemen, with the ad for
er the ceremony. Right Rev. Henry
ber Injured is five.
gue has caused considerable dissatisfaction dition
erate, but his condition since his re
will
Nathan
constitute
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of
Y. iSatterlee, Bishop of Washington,
German Steamer Ashore.
CON
among local fans, despite the the 'board of directors.
turn has been poor. The church and PRESIDENT DECLARED
Manager OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Deal, England,
May 2. A large fact that the local
UNFAIR AND COWARDLY.
FERS DEGREE ON AMERICAN will open the ceremonies with prayclub is apparently Sweet was also
Its property are in the best of con
Good-on
is
German
steamer
ashore
Wis., May 2. Resolu
London, May 2. Oxford Universi er, after which Brig. Gen. Horatio C.
Milwaukee.
strongest in the associaone
dition and the funds are intact."
win sands. Name not ascertained. tion. ofThthe Kansas State
today conferred the honorary de King, of New York, will give a brief
ty
league
also
According to stories which circulat tions in which the words "unfair, Tugs
and
have gone to .her opens its seasion today. The league EL PASO WHITE SOX
gree,
Doctor of Science, on Froi. Al history of the statue. The unveiling
ed freely in Hempstead today, the in prejudicial and cowardly" were used assistance.
FOUR DAYS NEXT WEEK exander
A neavy gale is blowing has been reorganized and now includGraham Bell, regent of the of the statue by Dr. George MeClellan
fatuation of the minister for Miss in denouncement of the attitude of and the vessel
was
yesterday Smithsonian
received
A letter
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Institute, Washington will be followed byU. a salute byArtiland
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ident Roosevelt,
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Maj. Gen. Granville M. Dodge. The
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J. Franklin Bell, chief of staff of the
tter home. Miss Whaley left her weekly meetiag of that ibody last era wasningion nave uneartnea a se - company today. All of the members and Friday. They will play Saturday Atchinsk to Irkutsk this year.
U. S. Army. The military parade
home several days ago, saying she night. Copies were directed sent to ries ui iauu irauus luul are siiu lu of the present board of directors were at Artesia, and it is possible
that
which will be reviewed by the Presi
intended to visit friends in the city. the President and each branch of be more astounding In their
BASE
again
ALVA
retained.
BALL TEAM
they will play here
the first of
dent, will be the closing feature ot
character than any discoveries
A little later the grandmother receiv congress.
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HERE FOR THREE GAMES. the unveiling ceremonies. Troops con
the following week.
o
The
made in Oregon or California.
ed a letter saying that when it was
o
Alva, Oklahoma, baseball team sisting of all the regular army, navy
The
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Missionaries Hold Conference.
secret service operatives in the con
received "they would be out of the Shanghai,
A. Dunn and J. F. Matheson went arrived in Roswell last night for three and marine forces near Washington,
May 2. Missionaries sta fidence of President Roosevelt had
country.
to
Carlsbad last night to spend two games against the New Mexico Mili the National Guards of the District
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Japan
and
in
China,
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other
to
just
to
been sent
take
the coast
Dr. Cooke was curate at Grace
tary Institute. They Will be played of Columbia and the state of New
days on business.
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gathering
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countries
one
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Small
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and
under
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work
assemble
receivof
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Church at Baltimore before he
E. C. Gaddis, of Dayton, was here this afternoon, tomorrow and Satur Jersey, will assemble on Washington
emergency
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evidence
accumulated
been
had
that
Wha
Hempstead.
Miss
to
ed the call
must be paid in advance. We
yesterday closing a trade with L. K. day at three o'clock each day at Heights north of the statue and com
ley's father died a year ago, leaving ed iby the joint missionary societies for presentation to the special offi
do this in order to avoid the ffi McGaffey for the purchase of a cot Amusement Park. Some good sport mence marching past the President's
the world. The meetings promises cers of the Department of Justice.
her and her elder sister an ample for of
advertised stand immediately after the benedicis expected. Alva comes
keeping of many petty ac- - ffi tage on South Hill into which he pro as
tune. It is said that eacn is worth to be the largest and most important
The Gentlemen Team.
poses to move his family from Day
tion. The Grand Army men will form
counts.
tf.
9125,000. Dr. Cooke is 36 years old of its kind ever held by religious work TROUBLE EXPECTED IN
as
plays
follows: on both sides of the line of parade
visiting
The
team
ton next week.
and has been married for five years. ers in foreign fields and was called
manager;
RECORD PUB. CO.
COURT.
JUDGE
Crowell,
DUNNE'S
Clif
Jess
Frank
W. T. Christian went to Carlsbad
and the troops will march through.
as a result of the crisis in the rela
Miss Whaley is not yet 18.
ton, catcher; Dan Quinlan, pitcher;
San Francisco, Cal., May 2. Some
o
last night, returning this morning.
Md May 2. Rev. Mr. tions of the Occident and Orient in trouble was expected in Judge Dunn's
Baltimore,
McGill,
Rumsey.
field
pitcher;
left
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CALIFORNIA MILITIA DIS
Cooke was assistant rector of Grace the far East. The object of the con court room today when the case of
right
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Wilhite,
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field;
short
Today.
MISSED AS INEFFICIENT.
Water Users Here
of the Abraham Ruef was called, over an
Episcopal ohnrch at Park avenue and ference is to decide the attitude move
stop; Museller, second base; Bran
May 2. A sweeping
charge
in
Sacramento,
the
of
The
committee
toward
workers
mission
the
UNIVERSAL
PEACE
five
Monument streets. Baltimore for
don, third base; Hart, first base: Van order was issued by Adjt. Gen. Lauck
order made yesterday for the expulusers' celebration at Carlsbad. Wye.
STILL FAR DISTANT water
years, going from here to Hempstead ment now in progress among the na sion of Murtie Crief. The latter it is
center field; Frazer, catcher. yesterday, whereby ten
3, 4 and 5, is meeting in Roswell
mpanies of
Christians of China and Japan said announced his intention of re-Seattle, Wash., May 2. Lieutenant July
church as rector. He came from Ha- - tive
today to arrange plans for the big Some of these boys played with Alva California National Guards were musMcArthur, who is here to event.
geratown, Md.. and was educated for to organize their own churches and returning to court today, being sup General
ago
years
team
con
two
when
that
tered out of service for having fallen
The Pecos Water Users' Assoindependently of the missiona ported in claiming the right to be meet General Kuroki on his way from
the ministry at the theological semi work
ciation at Carlsbad was represented tested with the Institute team here. below the standard of efficiency, and
nary at Gettysburg, Penn., and Mid ries. According to ministers station nresent at the trial iby the whole the Orient to the Jamestown Exposi- by
pitched
man
R.
who
is
Clifton
the
by a general reconstruction of the
the following: C. W. Beeman,
dletown Conn. His first charge was ed in Japan, the Japanese converts force of Ruef's counsel. When court tion, declared yesterday that in his president;
A. M. Hovey, secretary, the sixteen inning game that was fin state militia the number of regiments
seeking to separate themselves adjourned last night there were ten oninion universal peace is still far
East Haven, 'Conn., a suburb of New are
five.
to
ally
won
by
six
Institute,
the
reduced from five to three, each
all foreign innuenses in tne trial jurors in the box, and it is ex- distant. He considered
the recert and W. J. Fox, proxy for the
Haven. Prom there he came to Balti from
The Alva boys came here from o be full regiments of twelve compa
order to free pected that the full panel will be peace conferences merely a success
more about ten years ago. and re- matter of religion instigma'
played
City,
they
Canyon
Tex.,
where
president,
lAtkinson,
M.
vice
The dismissal of the ten compa
nies.
W.
of being completed today.
for curiosity, rather than practical
r
mained here until he became rector themselves from the
Tuesday. It was too nies comes as the result of investiga-tion- s
Fred C. Hunt, secretary, and a proxy
in
dependent
for
Christian
declared
movements.
I.
Hempstead.
George's
L.
O
at
of St.
;
which have been made by Col.
for John W. Poe, the president, rep- cold to play there Monday. In the
o
r
Rev. Dr. Arthur C. Powell, rector struction on teachers from other lands
Alva won one game, Thomas Wilhelm during the last few
Atlantic City Golf.
resented the Rio Hondo Reservoir
war
the
Since
the
his
today
expressed
PLANTING
THIRD
OF
won
Grace
Canyon
church
to 3, and
of
the other. months. San Francisco is more large
Atlantic City, N. J., May 2. Quali
Association.
COTTON IN LOUISIANA. Water Users'
8 to 2.
disbelief in the charges against Dr. converts have assumed an air of in
o
ly affected than any other place, and
as fication play in the annual spring golf
2.
New
May
Orleans.
The
Cooke. "His conduct here was per dependence and declare themselves
third
tournament of the Atlantic City Counthat city is now almost without a mll- LAMBS BORN IN
ALL
of taking care of their relig try
necessary
cotton
planting
will
of
be
fect," said Dr. Powell. "There must capable
'began
today
and consists of
Chicago's
club
tary organization, several companies
Election.
First
naWERE
NIGHTS
LOST.
TWO
as
protecting
they
are
of
their
ion
in Lincoln Parish, La., on account of
be another side to the story which, tional interests against the interfer thirty-siholes, medal play. Six
Chicago, May 2. Municipal officials having been dismissed some time ago
Walter Long, the well known wool
weather.
Overflows
the
unseasonable
when told, must- clear him."
sevqualify.
sixteen
first
informally
will
The
today
celebrated
the
the First Infantry, which Is now
ences of the foreign powers. Scores
by heavy rains caused the last grower and sheep breeder, is in from entieth anniversary of the first city from
i'o
wiped out of existence.
states
or will qualify for the Governor's cup; caused
He
the
Yeso
El
that
ranch.
been
have
churches
of
Christian
crop.
The farmers' one loss of lambs during the two cold election, which was held on May 2,
Winners of School Year Prizes.
will qualify for the disaster to the
in Japan independently of the the second sixteen
The school board and the Register- gaized
President's cup; and the third six- ray of hope in the situation is that nights of Saturday and Sunday, a 1837. Early in that year the legis TROOPS SUPPRESS REVOLT
that
latter
fear
the
and
missionaries
Tribune each gave a gold watch as they will soon be driven from the field teen for the Atlantic City cup; the the wet weather has in some measure week ago, was the greatest since five lature approved the charter and ChiOF POLITICAL PRISONERS
a prize for Uie highest general aver
fourth sixteen for the Northfield cup. drowned out the boll weevil. Gloster, years ago when a late cold spell fell cago, then a straggling town of 4000
St. Petersburg, May 2. Troops had
reports
plantMiss.,
new
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a
publio
that
age made in the Roswell
and the fifth and sixth sixteens for
on
lambing season.
Mr. Long became a city. The first campaign to be called in to suppress a revolt
Lady Somerset to Retire.
(The first and sec- ing of cotton will be necessary. In has the
schools for the year just completed,
ewes that are was conducted on nation party lines, of political prisoners in the Jail of
2. Lady Henry Som the special cups.
thousand
May
four
London,
complaints
sections
made
are
both
management
decided
that
and the
rounds of match play will take
s
lambing, and out of that number he with William B. Ogden, a Democrat the Viborg quarter this morning. The
reformer and ond
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place tomorrow morning and after that seed is very scarce and
one would be given to the boy with erset.
as the op soldiers fired a volley, killing one man
ost 227 lambs. All that were born and John H. Kinzie, a Whig mayoralty.
prohibitionist, will make what will noon,
to
and
highest
other
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mark
and the third and final rounds
the
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cold
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last
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the girl winning highest honor. Miss ance at Bridgewater bouse this even on Saturday. All matches will conThe former was elected 'by a majori
ports that his loss was small as
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1090.
Olive RIcketson and Master uonaia ing. when she will deliver an address sist of eighteen holes. Many of the TO REPORT ON RAILROAD
vote
At
a
of
Neighborhood Club Meets.
175
total
in
of
with some others, one breeder
Gillespie, eaca with a grade of 96V4 on Joan of Arc. Lady Somerset, who players will go from here to PrinceSUITS JUNE THE FIFTH. having lost five hundred in the two that time Chicago had two newspaThe South Side Neighborhood club
for toe enure year, were the winners. has devoted her life to the cause of ton to take part in the first invitation Secretary J. A. Graham, of the Ros- nights. Some herds that had hardly pers, and the files show that the first was entertained yesterday afternoon
The former la a pupil of A. P. Beck, temperance, announces that her inten golf tournament held in this country well Commercial Club, has received a started lambing came off more lucky, campaign In this city was quite as by Mrs. K. K. Scott at her home on
In the Seventh grade at Central, and tlon of retiring to private life is de- on a university course. The Prince letter from the secretary of the Inter- and only a few were lost. Every heated and at times vindictive as that North Hill. In spite of the removed
Commission, stating lamib that was .24 hours old and could recently waged by the supporters of place at which the affair was given,
the latter has studied under Principal
and that she will 'be heard no ton tourney will begin May 9 and last state Commerce
in
decision
a
that
days.
the Pecos Valley's
three
Busse and Dunne. The Chicago De there was a full attendance of the
R E. Cottingham, in the same grade finite
was saved.
platforms.
public
more
on
The
the
prizes fatigues incident
case against the Pecos Valley & stand
mocrat, published by John Calhoun, members, except two. The afternoon
at Mark Howell scnool. TheDay
o
many
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to
the
ex upon
North Eastern railroad, tried some NEW CASES FILED IN
Merge Pythian Lodges.
will be awarded at the Class
the pioneer of the city's journalism. was pleasantly spent darning, and
nave imstrength
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time
her
May 2. With im weeks ago at Amarillo before that boShawnee,
ercises at the Southern M. E. church
the fight for Ogden, while Kinzie at the conclusion a luncheon of fruit
her health and made It neces- pressive
THE DISTRICT COURT. led
tonight, to which all are invited. The paired
was ablv supported in his candidacy salad and beaten biscuit was served.
ceremonies in which many dy, would be given out June 5. The
youn
sary
to
to
work
following
leave
the
others
new
cases
been
The
have
contest was very close, the winners ger and stronger.
solo by Mrs. Charles Brown was
of the leading Pythian officials of the letter gave as a reason for the delay filed in the district court of Chaves by the Chicago American, a Whig orcountry participated, the grand lodges In deciding the case that the Com- county:
gan published and edited by Thomas one of the enjoyable features of the
having only a shade the better OJ
Davis, but bearing no relationship afternoon. Every guest reports a jol
of the domains of Oklahoma and In- mission nad fbeen very busy with oththeir classmates. Misses 'Minerva
Jose Martines 'against Refuguia Mar O.
Helen Gould to Visit London.
dian Territory were formally merged er railroad matters all over the Unit- tines,
Boone and Mamie Head were close
al to the present paper of tiiat name. ly good time.
divorce,
asking
a
decree
of
2.
May
Gould
Helen
London,
Miss
today. The work of organizing the ed States and had lost no time that
contestants for the girls' prize.
the time of his election Ogden was
J. T. Evans is At
!s expected to arrive here within the new grand ' lodge will continue thru could have been taken up In the con- leging abandonment.
Wisconsin Orator.
but 32 years of age and had been a
plaintiff.
attorney
for
two
'
days
and
France,
from
few
next
peValley's
today and a portion of
Washburn, Wis.. May 2. The High
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sideration of the Pecos
resident of the incipient city only 2
attorney
S.
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U.
for
Bateman,
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for
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of
a
suites
and
will
York,
coming here from New
tition. The verdict In this suit
schools of all the cities and towns of
If yon are seeking more light and automobiles have already been set
against John T. Stone and others, years,
be awaited with the keenest interest asking
Honors for Japanese Prince.
where he had served in the state leg- northern Wisconsin have sent their
for
define
to
want to enjoy life while reading the aside for her at the West End hotel.
court
the
the
London, May 2. Elaborate prepara on the part of the entire people of right and title to some cattle, to ap- islature. He served but one term in best orators here for the oratorical
last few weeks the famous tlons are being made
aem of the day buy only DIAMOND During the woman
contest to be iield this evening. Stu
for the recep- Southeastern New Mexico.
point a receiver for same during the the mayoralty chair.
a
nas
taking
been
New
York
o
dents will be chosen to represent the
WHITE KEROSENE, made by the motor car trip across the continent tion of Prince Fushimi. Japan's royal
a
pending
asking
for
and
the
suit
of
northern Wisconsin districts in the
Superior Refining Company of Long-ton- . with a. .party of friends. It is believ- son who will arrive here shortly from FRANCISCO LARA, notify at once. refund of monies expended.
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what effect this will iiave on the situation it ia hard at present to .fore
tell, whether those who have held
offices nnder the Hagerman regime
will go down In defeat with their
fallen leader or desert him for what
seems to offer greater promise of po
litical plums, remains to be seen; bul
the characteristic love of a Republi
can for office is apt to prevail, and
the deposed leader will be lucky if
he can retain a majority of his old
guard.
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When Father Rode the Goat.
The house Is full of arnica
And mystery profound;
We do not dare to run about.
Or make the slightest sound;
We leave the big piano shut.
And do not strike a note;
The doctor's tieen here seven times
Since father rode the goat.
EXPLANATIONS DEMANDED ON
joined the lodge a week ago-- Got
He
BOTH SIDES OF THE QUESTION
in at 4 a.m.
And sixteen brethren bro't him home
From El Paso Herald (Rep.)
says he brought them;
it was a manly and courageous Though he
was sprained and one big
thing, for Attorney General Reid of His wrist
rip
New Mexico to take the whole blame,
Had rent his Sunday coat
if blame there be, of the land trans- There must have been a lively time
When father rode the goat.
action which, is supposed to have been
resting oh the couch today,
He's
Immediate
cause
the
of Governor
And practicing his signs
forced resignation. Readers
The hailing signal, working grip,
of the Herald Monday must have been
And other monkeyshines;
impressed with the frank and evi- He mutters passwords
'neath his
dently truthful statement of the case
breath
And other things he'll quote
for the Governor. He seems to have
surely had an evening's work
acted" In good faith after consulting They
When father rode the goat.
competent authorities, and after the
a gorgeous uniform,
approval
even of government law HeAllhas
gold and red and blue;
officers.
A hat with plumes and yellow braid,
The specific charge against Hager
And golden badges too.
man appears to nave been that He But some how when we mention it
wears a look so grim.
used tae seal of the land office with WeHewonder
if he rode that goat
out warrant. The Herald has not
Or if the goat rode him.
ibeen able to find, in all the mass of
Baltimore American.
printed matter that has appeared in
University Student Electrocuted.
the New Mexico papers about him,
Denver, Colo., May 1. W. F. Cot- any hint that Hagerman was corrupt.
His (bitterest opponents have confined trell, aged 28, of Greeley, a student
themselves to attacks based on his in Denver University, became entan
alleged disregard of the party leaders, gled in a live wire today, while trythe "machine," in making appoint- - ing to hang an effigy of the freshman
ments and in running the business ot class, and was electrocuted.
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shall keep those lines fully up in future and
invite your trade.

ed the complex problem of expressing
Payton Drag, Book &
nesn ana iblood in dollars and cents.
The statistician of a great industrial
insurance company is inclined
Company.
Stationery
to
place the net annual economic gain
of aa average worker at $400. At the
Pioneers of fair prices.
Co.
Two doors North of Joyce-PrnDrime of life this would make his
estimated economic value something
like $10,395. Not knowing the proportion of killed or injured, or the
THE IMPULSIVE TEDDY.
Hagerman, but simply to the
According to Pete Jacoby, two number of days the injured were in- to
republicans, and
"gang" of
irishmen were taking a social glass capacitated for labor, we cannot ap the
rotten ticket, which they named,.
yesterday at the Elk Saloon bar. Dur- ply the figures but that the applica- ing the course of their conversation, tion would be something stupendous f
a r.ias thar
one of them said:
WE DO IT RIGHT
could
not and did not support
citizens
ye
per
only
1
heard the latest about
cent of the half million kill
"An' hev
By a large number of false votes,
Teddy?"
ed or injured were killed it would it.
false voting the ticket was carWe are better prepared to fix your watch than
mean that economic productive pow- and
"Oi don't know. Phwat is it?"
ried by a small majority, in some in
"Why, ye know the Pope iv Rome er of $50,000,000 a year had been sac stances
any one else in town. We keep it just long
one
votes.
less
hundred
than
died the ither day?"
rificed.
to fix it as it should be aud no longer.
elecchosen
at
One
officers
the
of
this
"O. gwta. What're ye givin' me?"
tion has already been tried and con
Bring it to us.
THEyIaToF
"It's God's truth I'm tellin' ye. Th' WHATHAGERMAN'S
RESIGNATION victed ia the district court, removed
Pope died lasht Saturday night, and
The Record today, presents a few and a more competent man appointed
Monday mornin' Teddy appinted a
expressions, taken from Southwestern to fill the place. Another has just
Rule Rider to take his place."
papers, regarding the resignation of succeeded in securing a postponement
Hagerman.
Governor
In several cas- - of his case, indicted by the grand
The Home of the "Victor in Roswell."
PARTISANS.
BLIND
jury for cattle stealing. Another of
i
vi.ior,,
m
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writers
The Silver City Enterprise is much ed bv the misleading
"good"
republicans
eight
these
has
c.,t cases docketed in the district court
chagrined that Governor Hagerman
has selected some Democrats for pub- out from Santa Fe.
of this county charged with unlawful
lic office, and Instances the appointly interfering with legal voters, anoth I
The
in
Situation
New
Mexico.
Immigration.
on
ments
the Bureau of
case charged with making false the Territory.
er
From San Juan County Index.
Silver City Independent.
, , generally admitted that Gov
ci.arg- returns ami wu more
It is with extreme regret that San eiecuon
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uMf h
norm it riTi tr
The Republicanism of some of our
licra I vntin
A splendid hotel proposition, a monNew Mexico contemporaries is of Man county bias former uovernor These are some of the things which ernor Hagerman was seriously lack- I Herbert
AJ. Hagerman farewell.
uch a neculiar character that it
republican ing in tact, and that he unnecessarily ey maker the first day and every day.
aided in disrupting the
throwa them into convulsions every I noyed and persecuted to the utter- - party of Torrance county. A number offended people with whom he had Don't pass this up. See CARLTON
& BELL.
most
human
by
limit of
the of our voters who supported An
endurance
time the Governor appoints a DemoMouldings, iSash, Doors,
crat on the board of one of our Ter-- I ouM KepuDiican ring, me governor drews in the last election, have be dealings, and was not always careful
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
ritorial institutions, though the law couia not withstand the implied lack come so incensed at his action in about the manner in which he sought
s
you
figure
with
sell
Don't
until
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
provides in plain and positive terms of confidence on President Roosevelt's workin ftJr tne removal of Governor to accomplish results. Mistakes in
227.
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part ibeside. After giving the presi Hagerman that, to use their own lan judgment he undoubtedly made, and
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insight
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of this constitutional
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guage. "If I am forgiven this time. it is possible that he made enough
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cy on their part, we are somewhat situation in this territory. Governor I'll never do it again.'
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governor
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling
errors
justuy
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curious to see what such Republican Hagerman did exactly what his ene
was
instrumental
The cans which
papers are going to do with President mies desired he resigned. It is claim in securing the removal of Governor change in admriistration.
Roosevelt, who has selected an out- ed Roosevelt tried to get Mr. Hager Hagerman did not get all that t'ney
But to a man on the outside, it
and-ou- t,
Democrat to man to reconsider his resignation to desired in the appointment of his sue- - ,ooks as
wav in which the Gov- no
avail
be the governor of the Territory.
was unnecessa- was
dismissed
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behind
public
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awakened
dently' hoped by them, that a man of ernr
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The present exhibition of the sentiments of the people all over New
Mexico ought to be very encouraging
to the aew governor, because It shows
him that the people of the Territory
will stand faithfully by him as long
as he does right. Albuquerque Morning Journal.
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THE STOCK MARKET
AT SOUTH ST. JOSEPH
South St. Joseph, Mo.. April 29.-The week opened with moderate re
ceipts of cattle at the local markets,

ROSWELIv

ters In the building of the New York
college of music. For the last quarter of a century the club has bad its
headquarters at 320 East Fifteenth
street. The organization is widely
known as the most liberal organiza
tion in the world and its platform has
been occupied by distinguished exponents of every possible religious, .political and economic creed and theory
A free for- all discussion always follows the addresses and the merry
band of iconoclasts comprising
the
regular attendants at the meetings
find their chief joy in showing the
fallacy of the arguments advanced by
the speakers. Many famous men
have presided over the sessions of the
club in years past, including Horace
Greeley and D. M. Bennett the editors
James Parton, the historian, Elizur
Wright, the insurance expert, Thad-duBurr Wakeman, the lawyer, Step
hen Pearl Andrews, the philosopher,
and Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, the
orator. All of these are dead, with
the exception of Dr. Wakeman, who
has retired from active life and is

Spooner is out of Senate.
Washington, May 1. The name of
John C. Spooner was today detached
from the pay roll of the senate, marking the close of the official career of
the Wisconsin statesman. For- sixteen years he has served bis state in
the upper house of the national legis-

principal feature of today's entertainment program is the flower parade,
in which scores of gaily decorated vehicles will take part. Hundreds
of
real 'Redskins, mainly- Kiowas and
Cheyennes,- are here for the festivities and add a spectacular effect to
the gathering. An interesting feature
tomorrow will be a stage coach robbery, in which hundreds of Red Men
will take part. A Tammany parade
will be held Saturday, with a pageant
illustrating the landing of Columfbus,
a peace treaty with the Indians and
rcenes from the life of John Smith.
The celebration will come to a close
Saturday evening with an open air
address by Great Sachem W. A. S.
-

but the country again made the mistake of again concentrating a half
weeks run in Chicago for Monday,
and the lower market there was reflec
ted there In a weaker turn at the
lature and the announcement of his
river. Locally the offerings of steers
ran more largely to light weights
resignation on March 3 last created
than for sometime. Buyers started
a sensation throughout the country.
out to force prices a little lower, but
In declaring his intention of retiring
Dye
finally
Works.
it got to going at steady to
Mens' Furnishers.
Abstracts.
easy prices. Only a couple of launch
from public life. Senator Spooner gave
C.
DYE WORKS: Recently astah-- l E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only es of cattle arrived and these were
ROSWELt. TITLE & TRUST CO. K.
as a reason the statement that he was
(Incorporated)
Reliable abstracts. uanea Here. Cleaning and pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers ia the unsold at a late hour, but were styles
too poor to remain in the senate.
suns
maae 10 oruer, prime t17.
Pecos Valley.
Phone 320.
to sell between $5.75 and $6.00. The
Bird of Topeka.
Those in a position to know declare
range
O
$4.90
of
sold
steers
a
in
bulk
of
CARLTON & BELL.
Most complete
that this is the truth and that the Wis
$5.40 for light to medium weights
in Real Estate.
sec abstract books In Feoos Valley.
Notary Public.
Transfers
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of fair to good quality, with common
consin man was probably the poorest
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
The following deeds have been filFRED J. BECK. City Clerk. Notary
to fair light weights at $4.25
$4.75
BERNARD
GUNSUL.
from
a financial standpoint, in the ed for record in the office of Probate
Electrical
CO.
ABSTRACT
CHAVES COUNTY
Public, city hall corner 2nd and The market for fat cows was steady
'phone!
senate, despite the fact that he had Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and Contractor. 303 N. Main,
but heifers showed a tendency to
141. Agent General Electric Co. All Richardson ave.
P. H. Cannon and wife to L. W. Ad4t26
prompt.
often been denominated a "corporadrag slightly with the best here sell
for $2,184, lots 6 and 7, block
ing at $5.00. There was hardly enouga
kinds of electric work.
tion lawyer." His friends declare that ams,
16 Roswell;
2 and 4 block
stock cattle here to attract buyers to
Photographers.
while in the senate Mr. Spooner has 12 Hagerman. also lots
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yards, the severe slump of last now living in Connecticut.
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his salary as a senator and the money $2,500, same as above.
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Roswell, N. M.j DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
Kansas City, Mo., May 2. An inter accumulated prior to entering public
Oklahoma Blk.
W. G. Skillman and wife to T. L.
una or iurnlture In Roswell. See us
Liberal run of hoes was again re state oratorical contest for the cham life.
Carothers, for $1, a half Interest In
&
Paper
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Hangers.
ported in sight with the big bulk be- pionship of the middle west will be
for Refrigerators.
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United States Senate in 1885. In
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in Parkville, Mo.,
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August Nelson and others against
The best lignt and power. Phone pated. The bulk of hogs today sold select a representative for tonight's er never entered the senate chamber, Wm.
107 N. Main. Phone 425.' It's the! First National Bank, phone 262. Let
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Oklahoma Holiness Camp.
much spread in prices, but the prime
rAT,FI?E
Piano Tuners.
in the Rio Hondo Reservoir Water
. for good corn fed beef and all oth ing nothing but reliable Rnr.nt.
Ponca City, Okla., May 2. The Ok
Senator Spooner is a native of In- Users'
bacon and butcher weights are sell
safe
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Association.
er meats. 123 N. Main st. 'Phone fire insurance companies. Insure GOOD TUNERS, like good pianos ing at a premium. The spread will lahoma Holiness association will
diana, where he was born January 6,
Jesse T. White to A. F. Smith, for
66.
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the be aDt to be greater as soon as the
its 9th annual camp here tomor- 1843. He served through the war, rewith us. 303 N. Main St.
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The receipts of sheep and lambs City association.
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were moderate all around and the the church members are here for the became a lawyer when 24 years of age
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CHANGES
SITUATION
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
with
Department Stores.
maximum freight rate law
THE PEOPLE TAKE PART. passedtheat the recent session of the est. The program for this evening
We repair watches, all work guarJ Parsons, Manager.
includes a concert by Concha's Mexi
Llewellyn
are
and
Andrews
goods.
'Bull'
A
anteed.
tirPA PR r.EH tr CO. Dtt
Kansas legislature, all of the railroads can band on the San Jacinto plaza.
Make it
not having as smooth a road nor as operating
put
clothing, groceries taa rancn sup-- i
today
state
into
in
that
and a reception 'and entertainment to First Choice
easy a job in trying to get rid of
Surety Companies.
Lumber Yards.
plies.
on
new
grain
a
rate
and
effect
tariff
A
final
of the man
the visitors at the Elks' club.
as they imagined they were
products. It fixes the rates at business session will be held tomorGoods, PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO-JOYCE-FRUIDry
CO.
"Who Knows
R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity going to have. Public meetings are grain
per
cent,
of
the
tariffs
hitherto
row,
banquet
will
ce-larg
and
be
annual
VERY
GARMENT
the
me
Groceriesshingles,
Lumber,
doors, lime,
etc
I GUARANTEED
rinth
l & Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice being held all over the country and prevailing. All of the roads will com
st supply boasa In the Southwest. ment, paints, varnish and glass.
telegrams expressing the indignation ply with the law, which provides a eiven in the evening at the Sheldon
r you dcalc ts our i
Wholesale and Retail.
of the best element in the territory, penalty of from $500 to $5,000 for its hotel.
V
Of riSH bhamo. ooinr
ROSWELL. LUMBER CO.
Oldest
CHANGE
VOtR tfNO. HAVt
in
confidence
perfect
as
well
as
Tailors.
lumber yard In Roswell. See us for
violation.
'
HIM OCT rue Oft 3NO
Oklahoma Red Men.
Teddy
to
being
sent
are
in
ORDen amo ftcr TO US.
Drug Stores.
all kinds of building materials and W. P. WOOD:
G
made suits. almost hourly. Deming Headlight.
Hobart, Okla., May 2. The annual
Tailor
paint.
R. E. Davis, of lArtesia, was in the meeting of the Great Sun Council of
Cleaning and pressing, 118
North
o
ROSWELL DRUG ft JEWELRY CO.
city yesterday.
the Improved Order of Red Men,
LUMBER CO. CaU on ns fori Main St. Phone 409.
IS
Oldest- drag store in jtosweu. jlu KEMP
KNOWN
AT LEAST IT
which began here today, has attracted
Lumber,
Shingles, etc We treat
things
FEEL.
PEOPLE
THE
HOW
you right. East 4th St.
thousands of visitors to the city and
L.
Transfers.
A.
Canfield
of
wife,
protest
Dexter,
and
against
removal
of
Win a $15 suit of clothes for 10c
the
The
it is expected that the total atten
DANIEL" DRUG CO. Headquarters
(Governor
Hagerman
that
President
guests
were
at the Shelby Hotel.
62t3
JOE TORIAN. The Reliable Trans
at the shooting gallery.
Life Insurance.
10,000.
dance
will
The
at
least
tor dross, wall paper, painia. vari
reach
man. Down town phone 224. Res floosevelt has received this week,
nlsb,
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.J fer
him
that
convince
the
at
should
least
phone
426.
idence
Denver Col., A Western Co., for the
PAYTON DRUG. BOOK ft ST A. CO
removal of Hagerman was unpopular
people. The largest divi
Western
Preecrip-j
in New Mexico. Springer Stockman.
goods
and
curios.
porting
6
Undertakers.
payer
us
dend
in
o
the
See
tions filled with the utmost care before you buy, nobusiness.
trouble to show DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
Famous Club Changes Quarters.
37t26
our policy. Horace A Las. Manager.! vate ambulance, prompt service.
and accuracy.
New York, May 2. The Manhattan
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International Maritime Exposition.
Bordeaux May 1. The International maritime exposition, commemorating the centennial of Fulton's solving
of the problem of steam navigation,
opened here- today mita impressive
ceremonies In which the official representatives of many nations, including
the United States, took part. The
Hicai snow; wuku otm wfuuwii uj
the French Naval league under the
patronage of the French government,
will remain opem until November and
It is expected to attract- many thousands of tourists from the United
States and England, as well as the
The Americaa represencontinent.
tatives at- the exposition Include M.
Murphy, United States consul at Bordeaux; Henry Ylgnaud, secretary of
the American embassy ia Paris, and
Jm Gordon Bennett.
of the expo- Most "of
If ton have been completed and present aa impressive appearance. The
group," lacing the Garonne, on
lis qaar of tbe Qulaconces, pre
-

-

-

"

s

la

sents one of the most beautiful architectural studies in the history of expositions and is a glowing tribute to
the ability of M. Touraine, architect-in-chie- f
of the exposition. The main
entrance to the grounds is surmounted by a magnificent reproduction of
the famous "Victory of Satmothrace,
tbe original being In the Louvre museum. The scope of the exhibition is
divided Into seventeen groups, subdivided into ninety-twclasses and
comprising everything imaginable appertaining to navigation. There Is also a fine arts section under the patron
age of famous French artists.
One of tbe most interesting features
of the exposition is an exact model
of the steamboat built by Fulton in
which be made the memorable trip
on the Hudson between New York
and Albany on April 16. 1807. Models
are also shown of the two submarine
boats built in France by Fulton, under
the direct encouragement of Napoleon In 1S0L In one of these the Nautilus, Fulton descended to a depth of

Liberal club, which was founded in
1869 with Horace Greeley as its first
president, will give a "house warmtwenty five feet, remaining under the ing" tomorrow night at its new quar- water for four hours.

The inventions and achievements

of Fulton are the greatest features
of the exposition and will render it
interesting to American visitors. The
value of the work he accomplished
for humanity will be illustrated more
forcibly than ever attempted in the
United States.

power

Pennsylvania League.
Fitssburg, Pa., May 1. The season
of the Western Pennsylvania league
opens today and will last until September 20. The schedule comprises

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at

We have for sale,

Charged With Bribery.

Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE
Record office,

126 games.

Chicago May 2. Chief Sanitary Inspector Perry L. Hedrick. who was
recently suspended pending the investigation of bribery charges, was arraigned today before Municipal Judge
Fake. Hedrick declares his innocence
of the charges made against him and
declares they are animated by political enmity.

at a bargain, a four horse

FRIEND TO FRIEND.
The personal recommendations of people who have been cured of coughs and

colds by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
bare done more than all else to make it a
staple article of trade and commerce oves
largw part of tbe civilized world.

s

I
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Mr. and Mrs. o. O. Davis left this : E. G. Rogers, formerly la the under- URGES CHICAGO A3 WESTmorning on their return to CatnsrlUe, taking business at Chilli cothe, Mo.,
ERN Wool market.
Mo., after spending three weeks here and more recently of Pawnee, O. T.,
seeing the country.
who was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Evans, has decided to locate Livestock Publication Says the West- ern Buyers Must Be Relied Upon
Mrs. W. L. Amoaett, who has been permanently in Roswell and has accepted a position with the Roswell
here three weeks visiting E. T.
to Break Alleged Buyers'
and family, left last night for store of the Ullery Furniture Com- (
Combination.
pany! Mr. Rogers is a licensed
her home In El Paso.
The Chicago Drovers' Journal in a
in Missouri in Missouri and
J. H. Fox, of Hagerman, arrived Oklahoma and comes with the best ot recent issue reiterates the story that
this morning to spend the day.
recommendations in his line of wark. buyers for eastern wool traders and
E. Glass, of Lake Arthur, was in He has already made many friends. consumers
are in a combination to
town today on business.
We are sole agents for the famous hold down prices in the West. Th3
Aristeo Marquez went to Carls-baBaseiball Card Game. This is a Journal urges the western wool buyers
last night to spend four or five days Oates
as the only relief from the comexciting
7ery
and entertaining game,
while filling an engagement to furn
Commenting on the alleged
bination.
played
same
with
cards and under
ish music at a big social function.
rules as our great American ball combine the Journal says:
o
During the lest two years sheep
Miss Adeline McKinstry and her game. Any number of persons can
sister, Mrs. Charles Cole, came up play at one time. Ladies, this is your ranchers and large floekmas-terclaim
from Hagerman this morning for
to have seen more and more evidence
Ingersoll's
chance.
51tf
Book
Store.
visit with J. H. McKinstry and fam
of a combination among the buyers
ily.
Mrs. Iva J. Keebler returned this for the big eastern dealers and manuArthnr Hartman, who was here morning from Carlsbad. She expects facturers to hold prices down, or
two days looking after business at to leave the first of the week on a hold off in their baying until prices
the land office and visiting his par visit to Kansas City.
settled down to suit them.
o
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Hartman
Tom Davenport has resigned his
Agents of tile eastern manufacturreturned to his claim near Lake Ar
position on the day police force to ing concerns scour the range country
thur last night.
as
job
take a
driver of the Roswell in season with an evident understand
S. I. Roberts, clerk of the district Wool & Hldft rnmnaw'B lte(r waerm
court, left this morning for Portales W. M. Witt. formerly of the nieht.,inS regarding prices and are generto attend the preliminary hearing of force, is on the day shift in his place. ally successful in holding value
Byron B. Parish, which commenced R. J. Dannerman has been appointed down until the representative of
temporarily as night man.
yesterday afternoon.
western house comes into the field
o
If the wool producers will take the
Johnson
his
Ras'
has
to
returned
Jesse Hurd went to Kenna this
morning and will return tomorrow old job as porter at the Grand Cen- trouble to investigate who the men
after an aibsence of eight- are who have set the pace, made the
He and Jim Brogdon, of this city, op tral hotel
months, during which he was records and sustained prices the last
ened a saloon there yesterday. Mr. een
working
in
the same capacity at the
Brogdon will be in charge.
:hree years for big clips of territory
Antlers Hotel, at Colorado Springs.
o
wools they will find that Chicago
Mrs. W. S. Kilgour will sing with
Skinner, of Eddyville, Ky. 'nouses are to be credited witn
Mrs. Henrietta Goslin and Mrs. Sid is Highland
making an extended visit wit!, ;reat share of it.
ney Prager at the regular weekly ser his here
niece, Mrs. F. W. Stockton.
vice of the Jewish people at the I. O.
One of the leading wool commission
O. F. building tomorrow night.
Complimentary to Mrs. Kilgour.
houses in Americais located in Chi
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Hunt enter- cago, and the representatives of this
Luther Stover manager of the Ros
two. tables of Five Hundred house are constantly buying choice
well Electric Light Company, left this tained night.
complimentary to Mrs.
morning for Texico to meet his wire, last
Kilgour,
W.
S.
who leaves the first clips of wool at high prices and therewho has been visiting at her old home
on
a three months' visit (by helping to sustain prices for the
week
the
in Topeka, Kansas and will return to of
at her old home in Sterling. 111. Other consignors of wool to their store
night.
quests were Mrs. Evans, Count Mar- houses.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mullins left this tini and Messrs. Kilgour, Rogers and
Aside from this Chicago is becom
morning for their home in Fredonia Evans.
ing
a market of first importance for
Tex., having spent two days here see
Boxing Revival in Ottumwa.
wool, owing to the establishment of
ing the sights. Tney were accompa
Ottumwa, la., May 2. The lid that
mills, three of which
nied bv Mrs. Mullins'
sister. Miss has
held down the boxing game in OtEthel Ibson, of Adrian, Mo.
tumwa for the last two years has are now doing business in that line
been raised and the Ottumwa Athlet- and producing results to consignors
Mrs. I. Barneck. who has been here ic club will put on its first show this of wool that are most gratifying to
four months, and Mrs. Kathenne Ghel evening. A good card has been arenborg, who was here a month left ranged, including an eight round bout men who have felt confident that buy
this morning for their home in Salina between Spike Kennedy of Kansas ers in the country were manipulating
Kansas. They were here visiting the City and Monk Trummer of Omaha. prices against them.
formers son, E. A. Barenck.
Kid Ammerman, the Davenport light
plants receive
These
weight, Dummy West a local heavy- wool on consignment from owners
Rev. E. H. Edgar has given up his weight, and other Iowa scrappers will and advance a large percentage of
pastorate of the Presbyterian church also go on in brief bouts.
the cash market value, and assure
o
at Hagerman and left this morning
Miss Myrtle Mitchell left last night them, after scouring, jthe best market
for Schuyler. Nebraska, where he will
remain for the present. Hagerman for Artesia, where she will spend sev price that can be obtained when the
eral weeks with relatives.
has not vet selected his successor.
scoured wool is sold direct to manu
facturers.
Notice.
Lessons in Elocution and Physical
The barbecue to have been given
This business, owing to the steady
Culture. Will also arrange programs, Saturday,
(May 4) has been indefi- increase of wool manufacturing and
plays,
minstrels and entertain nitely postponed. By order of Comdirect
It knitting works in the West, is makments of various kinds for lodges, mandant.
ing a very rapid growth. The sale of
o
churches, etc. For information call
today.
was
town
in
Bloom
John
wool by consignment in western terave.
52t3
at 713 N. Lea
o
ritory is helping to build up the in
Hugh Lewis and family came down dustries of the West. These new
Mr. and Mrs. D. Y. Tomlinson, who
with mllis in Chicago and the factories
moved to El Paso about two months from Elida last night for a visit
ago, returned this morning and will friends.
which they supply in various western
make Roswell their home. They did
towns are helping to build up these
E. B. Collins came in from Melrose towns
not like the change. Mr. Tomlinson
in western territory. They are
was employed, by Swift & Co., at El last night for a visit with friends and
increasing the price of residence
Paso.
to
transact business.
o
property in the towns. They are ex
Ladies, entertain your friends with
panding
the home markets for the
yes
Miss Minnie Stocks arrived
the famous Cates Baseball game of terday from St. Louis, Mo., to visit her products of the farms. They are help
mon
cards. Just the thing for the after
sister, Mrs. J. F. Ash, of 707 N. Penn ing to keep more of the western
noon party. All the rage everywhere. sylvania avenue. She visited here last ey in western territory.
Lean this game, and you will then fall and was so much pleased that Every stockman knows the advan
enjoy a real game of baseball. In she comes back to spend the summer. tage of keeping western money in
gersoll's Book Store, Sole Agent, tf.
home banks, patronage of substantial
Am-one-
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Game Called at 3 p. m.
Come and Root for the. Boys

Rosvell Amusement Park
icle on the front page.

Charles

John Haylor,
today.

J.

D.

o

Rascoe, of Lake

was 'here spent today here with his
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Rascoe.

Arthur,
parents.

o

It

Miss Flora Jordan returned last
night from a visit of several days
with friends in Portales.

Render went to Artesia this

J. H. McPherson, the barber, went
to Hagerman last night on business
and will return tomorrow.
o
Mrs. Dora Mathews left last night
for Los Angeles, California, to spend
a month with her mother.
o
R. T. Allison went to Lake Arthur
last night to visit his son, Ben Alli
son and to look after business.
Judge A. A. Freeman and Hon. J

the

Boellner.

cheaper.
morning.

of Dexter,

Jeweler,

has
37tf

MONEY TO

LOAN.

o

CARLTON
06 tf

& BELL.

J. C. Appelquist,
last night.

of Waco, arrived

Dr. C E. Lukens went to Texico
this morning.
Eyes 'tested free at L B. Boellner,
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.

came up from Carlsbad
this morning on legal business.
-- a
.
A. D. Berry, of Baxter, la, is here
Mrs. J. C. Davis left last night on
seeing the country..
her way to Orange, Calif., for a visit
E. F. Cooper went to Carlsbad last of two months with her sister.
night on business.
Lee Turknett, of Artesia, was in
Clifton Chisholm
returned last town yesterday shaking hands with
friends and transacting business.
night from a business trip north.
o
Miss Minnie Strong returned this
Mrs. J. W. Cunningham, of Lake-woomorning from Artesia.
Her sister,
was here shopping today.
Miss Victoria, returned yesterday.
o
If you nave a trade proposition of
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Murlin, of Wichany kind see us. Carlton & Bell.
ita, Kan., arrived last night and will
probably
make Roswell their home.
H. C. Beckett and John Bloom, of
Hope, are spending a few days in
Mrs. James Kennedy left this mornRoswelL
ing for her old home in Claremore,
Deputy Sheriff O. Z. Finley return- I. T-- , where she will spend the
ed last night from a business trip up
the road.
E. T. Cook, of El Paso, came in
Read the Superior Refining Com- last night from the norti to spend
pany's MORE LIGHT ' article on the several days In Roswell on his way
home.
front page.
tf
A $15 suit of clothes from Price &
Nola Oliver returned this morning Co., will be given as a prize at the
Joyce-Prufrom a trip south for the
shooting gallery. Contest now on.
Company.
52t3
Miss Ines Popnoe came up from
Lake Arthur this morning for a visit
Mrs. J. W. Amis and daughters.
of several days.
Misses Nell and Mable, came up from
Avalon dim this morning to remain
Look for the Superior Refining indefinitely.
o
Company's MORE LIGHT article on
returned
J. Miser, the well-ma- n
the front page.
last night from a stay of several days
looking
Three or four large, at Acme, where he has been
FOR RENT:
clean, unfurnished rooms, 110 N. after business.
63t2
Richardson.
W. H. Hill, the view man, went to
Hagerman
night "to photograph
R. E-- Davis returned to Artesia last the town," last
put it. He will rehe
as
night after spending two days with turn Saturday.
O. Cameron

it

--

Roswell friends.
o
Mrs. W. H. Graham left this morning for a visit of a few weeks at
San MaTcos, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Slagle returned this morning from a three
days' visit In Dexter.
Miss Lillian Shrader returned to
Dayton last night. She was here two
days with friends.
M.

M.'Bruak, the

man, came up this
way to Kansas City.
MORE

LIGHT is
Refining

th Superior

B.. D. Bell, of Weed, N. M., who has
been here for the past seven months,
left last night on a two months' trip
to Center, Tex.

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Poole, who have
been spending a few weeks in the val
ley, left this morning for their home
in Caldwell. Mo.

Miss Ada Warren, of Columbia. Mo.
who spent the winter with Mrs. C. W.
morn
Dexter townsite Johnson, of this city, left this
morning on his lng for her frome.
H. W. Lindley, of Monrovia, Ind.,
this morning and will be jointhe beading of arrived
ed here by his wife. They will spend
Company's art- - two
months here.

Ingrains that do not
fade. Did you ever
ceo them? Let us
show you DANIEL
DL1UG

COIY-PAH- Y.

Special Rates for Elks.

Philadelphia, May 1. The question
asnssinriTTinsr irrrrrirni
i
nit
of railroads rites to Philadelphia durine the Convention and Reunion of
the B. P. O. Elks, which is to be held
has been setin this city July
tled by the Trunk line Association,
and an agreement has been reached
with all lines which afford prospective
visitors an exceptional cheap rate to
the scene of the Convention.
It has been definitely fixed that the
rate to Philadelphia from any point
beyond 100 miles shall be the single
fare, plus one dollar, for the round
trip, good without validation from Ju
ly 13th to 23rd inclusive.
The time limit, however, can be
extended to July 31st, by depositing
the ticket with the authorized agent
in this city.
Special rates, it is believed, will
be made for the cities within a radius of 100 miles and particular care
will be paid to the transportation of
visitors from and to these points.
It is also understood that the railroads running between this city and
the popular Atlantic Seashore resorts
will agree upon a special rate of fare
which will prevail only during the
Altogether,
the
Convention week.
concessions that will be made to the
Are those men, both yeurg Elks will be the most liberal ever giv
and old, who dress well on reas en to any organization.
onable expense, .vet demand
Mexican Shriners Cross Desert.
stricily what Stein-Bloc- h
tailor, City of Mexico,
May 2. Over "100
e
3hrinera will leave the capital of
ing alone fives them,
Mexico today on a long pilgrimage
fabrics in exclusive patterns, fit over
hot sands of the desert to the
and the Best style of the day. oasis the
of Los Angeles, where the imwe
men
satisfy.
These
perial countil will meet next week.
The trip will be made on a special
train, which has been well stocked
with earners milk and other necessi
Joyce-Pr- uit
ties and luxuries of life by t the manu
facturers and jotobers of the city.
rr i

riaic--- r
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Our Best Friends

high-grad-

Co.
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A stove that is always ready!
A stove that makes no smoke, smell or
ashes!
A safe stove! An economical stove ! A
clean stove !
A stove that requires no skill to operate It!
A stove which has revolutionized
"cooking," and has transformed
the drudgery of the kitchen work
into a pleasant pastime.
A "Quick Meal" Stove will do any and
all work that can be done on a wood
or coal stove, only with the difference that the "Quick Meal" does it
quicker, cheaper and in a more agreeable and reliable way.

J;llHdtlllf.y;,TTTy
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wool-scourin- g

wool-scourin-

A. T. Maddox returned last night
from a visit of six weeks with relatives in Centralia, Mo.

QUKXMCAk

CHEATING JUSTICE
IS A HOPELESS TASK

g

the story of the attempt as told in the
1000 foot moving picture at the Majestic
There is a magnificent supporting
See

to-nigh-

ts

program.

Admission 10 Gents

of every acre of forest in the United raised to prepare the soil. If the culStates. This result is a timber fam- tivated crop cannot be grown It will
y
ine. This country is
in the pay to summer fallow under
the Cam
same position with regard to forest
jpbell
system,
the
object
being
to gerresources as was Germany 150 years
ago. During this .period of 150 years minate and kill all weed seeds in the
such German States as Saxony and surface soil, retain the moisture and
Prussia, particularly the latter, .have put the land into good physical condicommission houses and wool scour applied a policy of government con- tion. In the early spring after suming works in Chicago by the produc trol and regulation which has im- mer fallowing or growing the cultivated crop the land should be thoers of the West is for the interest of mensely increased the productivity of roughly
cultivated and put into the
will
policy
forests.
same
The
the
produc
western farmers and western
ers 'alike. There should be more of achieve even better results in the Un- best .possible tilth.
Too much preparation of the seed
this business done for the benefit of ited States because we have the adthe wool trade and agricultural inter- vantage of all the lessons which Eu bed cannot be given. As soon as danrope has learned and paid for in the ger of killing frost is over the soil
ests in general.
course of a century of theory and should be cultivated again to kill the
o
weeds, and the seed sown immediatepractice.
THE TIMBER SUPPLY.
Lest it might be assumed that the ly. Repeated trials throughout the
country
demonstrated that it is
Three Times as Much Timber Used rapid and gaining depletion of Ameri a waste havetime
of
and seed to sow alcan forest resources is sufficiently ac
Each Year as Forests Grow.
falfa with a nurse crop. The grain
popuIby
counted
for
of
the
increase
Every person in the United States
shades the alfalfa too much and rois
is using over six times as much wood lation, it is pointed put in the circu- it of the moisture necessary to carry
.population
in
lar
that
the
increase
as he would use if he were in Europe
it through the first summer. Then to
The country as a whole consumes ev- since 1880 is barely more than half fifteen pounds of good seed to
ery year between three and four times the insrease in lumber cut in the acre is generally sufficient. It is the
usmore wood than all the forests of the same period. Two areas supplying ually sown
and
broadcast
covered
pas
already
have
reached
and
timber
United States grow in the "meantime.
with a common toothed harrow.
The average acre of forest lays up a sed their maximum production the
Perhaps the most satisfactory and
in
1870
the
Northeastern
States
and
store of only 10 cubic feet annually,
To-da-y
the Sout economical way to sow it is with a
whereas it ought to be laying up at Lake States in 1890.
which cut yellow pine common grain drill with a grass seedleast 30 cubic feet in order to furnish hern States, one-third
the total annu er attachment. For this purpose seed
the products taken out of it. Since amounting to
ers should be used that have tubes
1880 more than 700,000,000,000 feet of al lumber cut of the country, are unthat carry the seed into the hoes or
doubtedly
The
maximum.
near
their
timber have been cut for lumiber alone
including 80,000,000,000 feet of coni- Pacific States will soon take the as- besides the discs of the drill. In dry
localities where there is little or no
ferous timber in excess of the total cendency. The State of Washington danger
of crusts forming on the suryears
to
come
within
few
the
a
has
coniferous stumpage estimate of the
front and now ranks first of all indi face the drill should ba set to cover
Census in 1880.
the seed from one and one-hal- f
to
These are some of the remarkable vidual States in volume of cut.
two
inches deep. In moist localities
one-fifth
present
At
but
of the total
statements made in Circular 97 of the
the sieed should not be covered so
Forest Service, which deals with the forest area of the United States is em deep.
When all ot the eeed i3 coverre
in
National
braced
The
Forests.
timber supply of the United States
proper depth in this way much
ed
the
four-fifths
passhave already
and reviews the stumpage estimates maining
less is required than when sown broad
made by all the Important authorities ed or are most likely to pass into pri- cast.
A study of the circular must lead di- vate hands. The average age of the
When the alfalfa is one year old It
rectly to the conclusion that the rate trees felled for lumber this year is
In other should be disced in the early spring
at which forest products in the United not less than 150 years.
States have been and are being con- words, if he is to secure a second crop as soon as the ground is in good work
sumed is far too lavish, and that on of trees of the same size, the lumber ing condition. The tiarrow should be
ly one result can follow unless steps man or private forest owner must set straight enough to prevent cutare promptly taken to prevent waste wait, say, at least one hundred years ting off the roots of the alfalfa. It
In use and to increase the growth rate for the second crop to grow. As a should be weighted to make it cit the
rule, such long-tim- e
investments as desired depth. The worker must use
this waiting would involve do not com his own judgment as to weighing the
mend themselves to business men iwh harrow, and angle at which to set the
are accumtomed to quick returns. But disc and the amount of harrowing to
the States and the Nations can look he done. A tooth harrow should folmuch farther ahead. The larger, then low the disc to smooth and pulverize
the area of National and State con- the soil.
trol over woodlands, the greater is
It may be given the same treatment
the likelihood that the forests of the just after removing a hay crop or at
any time when it has made sut little
country will be kept permanently
growth.' As the stand becomes older
and the roots larger the disc harrow
may be set to run deeper. As it is
Alfalfa Without Irrigation
well established the more cultivation
From Denver Field and Farm.
Farmers who have tried alfalfa out the better. This method of growing
on the plains of eastern Colorado alfalfa requires more time and exhave done very well with it but they pense, but paying returns will be ob-- ,
find that even when rainfall is plenti- tained so much quicker and the alfalful alfalfa will get a much better start fa will last so much longer if sown
and begin to give satisfactory yields and cared for in this way that the,
much quicker If a cultivated crop is extra work Is Justified.

The RECORD has a stock of all the Legal Blanks
commonly used in New Mexico.
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